National Energy
Transformation in
Sint Maarten

“Through this partnership, we are accelerating our transition to a
distributed, affordable, and clean energy future with a committed
and coordinated approach across all government agencies to
expedite the successful completion of this initiative—delivering
tremendous benefits to all Sint Maarten citizens and businesses.
The GridMarket platform offers a streamlined, comprehensive
approach to advancing our national targets and achieving the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).”
Silveria Jacobs - Prime Minister of Sint Maarten

GridMarket was chosen as Sint Maarten’s exclusive
renewable energy partner to help the island reach 85%
renewable penetration and 100% heavy fuel oil free by
2030. Sint Maarten will work with GridMarket to identify,
design, procure, and install distributed energy assets and
make corresponding infrastructure upgrades. The scalable
partnership model was developed to help the island rapidly
reach its key energy goals by deploying an optimized mix
of energy solutions.
GridMarket is using its remote, AI-driven data platform
to create a baseline for DER opportunity across Sint
Maarten - quantifying and visualizing opportunities
for optimized energy solutions. The initial opportunity
exploration leverages the power of global public data
capture, advanced proprietary analytics, relevant
datasets, and existing baseline energy expertise.
GridMarket brings the tools to efficiently scope
projects and reduce typical technical and financial
underwriting risk profiles, which are typically
associated with similar renewable integration plans,
and remain a major barrier to success for Small Island
Developing States.
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About Dutch Sint Maarten
Utility: NV GEBE
Peak Electric Load: ~50MW
Annual Generation: ~400GWh
Installed Capacity: 97MW
Current Renewable Penetration: <1%
Share of GDP spent on fuel: ~20%
Key Project Highlights
• Preliminary phase one solar opportunities
identified across a diverse set of installation
options including ground mount, rooftop,
canopy, and floating arrays
• GridMarket will facilitate and procure a
turnkey solution that will provide the national
utility, NV GEBE, with a comprehensive grid
optimization plan
• The platform and process will result in
a country-wide transition to renewable,
resilient, and distributed energy
• Technical and financial partners will evaluate
the prepared scope and submit bids through
GridMarket’s secure portal
• The transformation will align with the BuildBack-Better principle, allowing Sint Maarten
to be resilient in the face of future natural
disasters and accelerate its long-term
climate mitigation and adaptation goals

